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FAbstract 
Back ground and objectives 
Gastric cancer is one of the most common cancer in the world. Because in human case 
of cancer is so complicated, it has been tried to induce this cancer in rats and has tried 
to examine the anti cancer effects of A.githago on rat model. 
Methods  
80 rats were randomized into seven groups as follows: Co rats were fed citrate buffer 
and normal saline. Cco were fed MNU and saturated Nacl orally via intra gastric tube. 
Ccot were fed MNU and saturated Nacl. Cis Rats were given MNU and sNacl. 0.1 mg 
A.githago Rats were given MNU and sNacl and rats were injected every 4 days with 
A.githago extraction. 1 mg A.githago Rats were given MNU and sNacl rats were injected 
every 4 days with A.githago extraction. Control A.githago the rats of this group just 
treated with A.githago extract with the dosage of 1 mg/kg. nanoliposomal extract of 
A.githago Rats were given MNU and sNacl and rats were treated with nanoliposomal 
extract of A.githago. 
Results  
0.1 mg/kg A.githago’s group: cancer incidence in this group was 100%. 1 mg/kg 
A.githago’ s group: cancer incidence in this group was 100%. Cancer control group: 
cancer incidence in this group was 100% .A.githago’s control group: cancer incidence in 
this group was 10%. A.githago’s treatment group: cancer incidence in this group was 
75%. Cancer control treatment: cancer incidence in this group was 100. Cisplatin group: 
cancer incidence in this group was 80% . 
Conclusions  
In general (pre-treatment and treatment groups), the worst dosage was 1 mg/kg that 
intensified the cancer and the best dosage was 0.1 mg/kg ( better than cisplatin and 
nanoliposomal form A.githago’s extract ) that attenuated cancer a little but did not meet 
our expectations of improved cancer. 
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